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NEWS BRIEFING
Bangladesh to buy rice from Thailand, India

Cambodia, Bangladesh sign new deals

Bangkok Post : 09/October/2017

Khmer Times : 02/October/2017

Cambodia - Cambodia and Bangladesh will sign two new memorandums of understandings (MoU)

aimed at boosting trade between the two nations.
According to the Ministry of Commerce, the two countries will soon sign an MoU on the specifics of the
joint trade council and on revamping a bilateral trade agreement that expired last year.
Speaking during a meeting last week with Saida Muna Tasneem, Bangladesh’s ambassador to Cambodia
and Thailand, Commerce Minister Pan Sorasak said the two MoUs will be signed during the official visit
of Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina to Cambodia in October. Read more

Vietnam eyes exporting rice, shrimp to Iran

Bangladesh - Bangladesh is set to import a
total of 250,000 tonnes of rice from Thailand
and India in intergovernmental deals to shore up
depleted stocks of the staple, head of the state
grain buyer said on Monday.
Bangladesh, normally the world’s fourth-biggest
rice producer, has emerged as a major importer of
the grain this year after floods damaged its crops
and sent domestic prices of the staple to record
highs. Read more

MEHR : 02/October/2017

Vietnam - According to the Ministry of Agriculture, Iran’s Deputy Agriculture Minister Hassan
Salehi met with the head of Iran-Vietnam Trade
Council to discuss the ways to expand bilateral
trade cooperation in the area of agriculture.
During the meeting, Hassan Salehi elaborated on
the actions taken to develop the relations between
the two countries and voiced the readiness of
Iran’s Fisheries Organization for cooperation with
Vietnam. He also announced the Vietnamese’ cooperative activities in Qeshm and Bandar Abbas.
Read more

Iran,Pakistan - Both sides have decided to finalize the
proposed free trade agreement before November 2017,
the Pakistani newspaper Dawn reported.
The trade negotiating committee of the two countries
has already held two rounds of discussions on FTA and is
scheduled to meet by November to put the final touches
to the agreement. It is projected that the agreement will
increase the 2016 bilateral trade worth $300 million to $5
billion by 2021. Read more

Indonesia - Trade Minister Enggartiasto Lukita and

Thousands evacuated in Vietnam as floods, landslides kill 46

Cabinet approves import of rice from Myanmar

Functional Rice’ that Became Real Food to Meet
the World Market
Market watch : 12/Oct/2017

South Korea - The method to take care of your health

without any medications, the functional rice!
- Relieving anxiety, controlling blood sugar, preventing
dementia, and proving diverse effects!
- Food buyers around the world, sudden increase of functional rice consumption! High satisfaction towards the
nutrition, taste and flavor Read more

tonnes of rice in the first nine months of this year,
up 16.7 percent compared to the same period last
year.
Deputy Director General of the General Department of Agriculture under Cambodia’s Ministry of
Agriculture Hean Vanhorn said that with this slight
growth, the country is not likely to meet its target
of shipping abroad 1 million tonnes of rice this
year. Read more

Cambodia - 421,966 tons of rice were exported

The Jarkata Post : 10/October/2017

triggered floods and landslides that killed 46 people and
33 people were missing in the worst such disaster in
years, the search and rescue committee said on Thursday.
Read more

Cambodia - Cambodia exported some 421,000

menafn : 07/October/2017

Financial Tribune: 10/October/2017

Vietnam - Heavy rain in northern and central Vietnam

Vietnam Plus : 07/October/2017

Cambodia: rice exports rise to 17% by Sep

Iran, Pakistan to Finalize Free Trade Deal by November Trade Ministry distributes 75,000 tons of rice in market operation

Reuter : 12/October/2017

Cambodia exports over 400,000 tonnes of rice
in nine months

from Cambodia up until September, with an
increase of 17% in comparison with the same
stage in 2016.
60 countries were reported to have imported the
rice, with China being the main customer, followed
by France and Poland.
124,760 tons were the total exports to China,
which is 29.5% of the entire exports. Read more

Agriculture Minister Andi Amran Sulaiman on Tuesday
kicked off the rice market operation by distributing
75,000 tons of rice in Jakarta.
The medium-quality rice is sold at a ceiling price of Rp
8,100 (60 US cents) per kilogram, the ceiling price set by
the government. Read more

Dhaka Tribune : 12/October/2017

Bangladesh - During his recent visit to Naypyidaw, the

minister signed a deal with his Myanmar counterpart on
importing 350,000 tons of rice from the country in the
next three years.
Additional Cabinet Secretary Mustafiur Rahman said the
100,000 tons of white rice would be imported under a
G2G contact at a cost of Tk366.86cr. Read more

Rice Production to Drop by 200,000 Tons from 2016
KBS World Radio : 13/October/2017

South Korea - The Korea Rural Economic Institute(KREI) on Friday forecast that the country’s farmers
will produce a total of three-million-995-thousand tons
of rice this year for an on-year drop of 202-thousand tons.

Rice millers get loans to lift storage
Khmer Times : 10/Oct/2017

Cambodia - Three rice millers were recently

selected to become recipients of short-term
emergency loans disbursed by the Rural Development Bank (RBD), an initiative that aims to boost
their storage capacity during harvest season as
well as bolster paddy prices for farmers.
The loans will be used to build storage facilities
such as depots and silos.
Amru Rice Cambodia was awarded one of the
loans and will be building silos in Kampong Thom
province. Read more

The institute cited unfavorable climate conditions,
including daylight hours and average temperature, as
major factors. Read more

100,000 tons of parboiled rice to come from India in January
Dhaka Tribune : 19/October/2017

Vietnam’s Prices up on Low Supply; Market Eyes
Philippine Imports
Jarkata Globle : 13/Oct/2017

Bangladesh - The government has decided to import
100,000 tons of parboiled rice from India to meet the
growing domestic demand created by crop losses in
recent floods. The cabinet committee on public purchase
approved the purchase on Wednesday A Food Ministry
official said Bangladesh will buy that total amount of
rice at a cost of Tk 377.65 crore – each ton costing $455
or Tk37,487. The rice will be imported under government-to-government (G2G) basis. Read more

Philippine- Low supplies boosted rice prices in

Vietnam this week amid prospects of fresh purchase
interest from the Philippines, while deals with Bangladesh remained the sole bright spot for the otherwise
subdued demand in top Asian exporters.
Traders in Vietnam quoted the benchmark 5-percent
broken rice at $390-395 a tonne, free-on-board (FOB)
Saigon, up from the $385-$390 last week.
“Supply is low after the summer-autumn crop was completely harvested, bringing prices up. Some sellers held
back grains in an attempt to make larger profits,” a trader
in Ho Chi Minh city said. Read more

Facebook Website

Vietnam rice industry should focus on quality: experts
Vietnam Plus : 18/October/2017

Vietnam - Vietnamese rice producers and exporters should focus on quality and supplying

products that are in demand to sustain the production and export of the grain and add value to
the grain, heard a meeting in Ho Chi Minh City on October 17.Read more

New MoU on rice signed
Khmer Times : 11/Oct/2017

Cambodia - Local company Virasun Development and the United Arab Emirates (UAE)’s International Trading on Monday signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) for the purchase and
sale of 50,000 tonnes of milled rice and 50,000
tonnes of organic fertilizers per year, according to
a senior official working for the Ministry of Agriculture.
Hean Vanhan, the director-general of the General
Directorate of Agriculture at the Ministry of Agriculture, who presided over the signing ceremony,
told Khmer Times yesterday that Cambodia
has previously only exported small amounts of
milled rice to the Emirates, adding that the new
agreement was an excellent development for the
industry. Read more
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CRF Activities
សហព័ន្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា ចូលរួមដាក់តាង
ំ បង្ហាញនូវផលិតផលស្រូវអង្ករក្រអូបប្រណីត នៅក្នុងពព
ិ រ័ ណ៍ចន
ិ -អាស៊ាន
សហព័ន្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាបានចូលរួមដាក់បង្ហាញអង្ករកម្ពុជាដែលត្រូវបានគេទទួលស្គាល់ថាមានគុណភាពខ្ពស់

នៅក្នុងពិពរ័ ណ៍ចិន-អាស៊ាន ដែលប្រព្រឹត្តទៅចាប់ពីថ្ងៃទី១២ ដល់ថ្ងៃទី១៥ខែកញ្
ញា ឆ្នា២
ំ ០១៧ នៅទីក្រុងណាននីង
សាធារណរដ្ឋប្រជាមានត
ិ ចន
ិ ។

នៅព្រឹកថ្ងៃទី១២ ខែកញ្
ញា ឆ្នា២
ំ ០១៧ ដែលជាថ្ងៃប�ើកនៃពិពរ័ ណ៍នេះ សម្តេចអគ្គមហាសេនាបតីតេជ�ោ ហ៊ុន សែន

នាយករដ្ឋមន្ត្រី បានដឹកនាំប្រតភ
ិ ូនៃព្រះរាជាណាចក្រកម្ពុជាចូលរួម នង
ិ បានផ្តល់កត្តិ
ិ យសអញ្ជ ើ ញមកទស្សនាស្តង់
របស់សហព័ន្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា ដែលកំពុងដាក់តាង
ំ ផលិតផលស្រូវអង្កនៅទីនោះ ផងដែរ។

ធុរជនកម្ពុជា-ថៃ ឈ្វេងយល់សក្តានុពលពាណិជ្ជកម្មតាមព្រំដែន
ក្រុមប្រឹក្សាភបា
ិ លនិងសមាជិកសហព័ន្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា បានចូលរួម

សិក្ខាសាលាស្តីពកា
ី រពង្រីកសក្តានុពលពាណិជ្ជកម្មព្រំដែនកម្ពុជា-ថៃ ដែល

រ�ៀបចំឡ�ើងដោយក្រសួ ងពាណិជ្ជកម្ម និង ស្ថានទូតថៃប្រចាំកម្ពុជា នៅសណ្ឋា

គារកាំបូឌយ
ញា ឆ្នា ំ ២០១៧។
ី ៉ា ណា, ថ្ងៃទី ១២ ខែ កញ្

សិក្ខាសាលាធុរកច
ិ ្ចនេះ បានប្រព្ត្តិទ
រឹ ៅក្រោមអធប
ិ តភា
ី ព របស់ ឯកឧត្តម

កឹម ស៊ី ថន រដ្ឋមន្ត្រីស្តីទីក្រសួ ងពាណិជ្ជកម្ម នៃព្រះរាជាណាចក្រកម្ពុជា និង
ឯកឧត្តម Nuttavudh Photisaro ឯកអគ្គរាជទូតថៃប្រចាំនៅកម្ពុជា ដោយ
មានអ្នកចូលរួមជាង២០០នាក់ ជាម្ចា ស់អាជីវកម្មនៃ ប្រទេសទាំងពីរ។

ឯកឧត្តម កម
ឹ ស៊ី ថន រដ្ឋមន្ត្រីស្តីទក្រ
ី សួ ងពាណិជ្ជកម្ម បានថ្លែងថា សិក្ខាសាលា

នេះ មន
ិ ិយោគិននៃប្រទេសទាំងពីរ
ិ ត្រឹមតែផ្ដល់ឱកាសសម្រាប់ធុរជន និងវន
បានជួបពភា
ិ ក្សា នង
ិ សិក្សាស្វែងយល់ពកា
ី លានុវត្តភាព
ពាណិជ្ជកម្ម

និងទេសចរណ៍ប៉ុណ្
ណ ោះទេ

នង
ិ សក្ដានុពល

ប៉ុន្តែថែមទាំងរួមចំណែកផងដែរ

ដល់ការពង្ង
រឹ នង
ិ ពង្រីកកច
ិ ្ចសហប្រតប
ិ ត្តិការទ្វេភាគី រវាងប្រទេសយ�ង
ើ ទាំង

ពីរ ល�ើវស័
ិ យពាណិជ្ជកម្ម, ឧស្សហកម្ម ទេសចរណ៍, វប្បធម៌, វន
ិ ិយោគ,
វស័
ិ យផ្សេងៗទ�ៀត នង
ិ ពង្រីកសក្តានុពលពាណិជ្ជកម្មតាមព្រំដែន។

កច
ិ ្ចប្រជុំក្រុមប្ក្
រឹ សាភបា
ិ លល�ើកទ៤
ី អាណ្តត្តិទ២
ី
នៅថ្ងៃទី១៧ ខែតុលា ឆ្នា២
ំ ០១៧ នៅការយាល័
យសហព័ន្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា
ិ

បានប�ក
ើ កច
ិ ្ចប្រជុំក្រុមប្ក្
រឹ សាភបា
ិ លល�ើកទ៤
ី អាណ្តត្តិទ២
ី ក្រោម

អធិតីភាព ឯកឧត្តម សុ ខ ពុទ្ធីវុធ ប្រធានក្រុមប្រឹក្សាភបា
ិ លសហព័ន្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា
ដ�ើម្បីពន
ិ ត
ិ ្យ នង
ិ ពភា
ិ ក្សាល�ើចំណុចសំ ខាន់ៗ ដូចខាងក្រោម៖

១) ការពន
ិ ត
ិ ្យ នង
ិ ផ្តល់អនុសាសន៍ដល់ក្រុមការងារល�ើការរ�ៀបចំវេទកា
ិ ស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា
ល�ើកទី៦ និងមហាសន្និបាតសហព័ន្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា។

២) ការពន
ិ ត
ិ ្យពប
ី ច្ចុប្បន្នភាពនៃការនាំចេញអង្ករ នង
ិ រ�ៀបចំមូដ៉ ែលក៏ដូចជាយុទ្ធសាស្ត្រ
ការនាំចេញអង្ករអោយមានប្រសិទ្ធភាព និងសម្រេចបានតាមផែនការ។

៣) ការពន
ិ
ើ ្បីជួយ�សម្រួលដល់សមាជក
ិ ។
ិ ត
ិ ្យឡ�ង
ើ វញល�
ើ កំរៃការនាំចេញដ�ម

៤) ចំណុចផ្សេងៗ។ ពីរ ល�ើវស័
ិ យពាណិជ្ជកម្ម, ឧស្សហកម្ម ទេសចរណ៍, វប្បធម៌,
វន
, វស័
ិ យោគ
ិ យផ្សេងៗទ�ៀត នង
ិ
ិ ពង្រីកសក្តានុពលពាណិជ្ជកម្មតាមព្រំដែន។

Facebook Website

